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Finite simple, unipotent Bol loops have recently been identiﬁed
and constructed using group theory. However, the purely group-
theoretical constructions of the actual loops are indirect, somewhat
arbitrary in places, and rely on computer calculations to a certain
extent. In the spirit of revisionism, this paper is intended to
give a more explicit combinatorial speciﬁcation of the smallest
simple, unipotent Bol loop, making use of concepts from projective
geometry and quasigroup theory along with the group-theoretical
background. The loop has dual permutation representations on the
projective line of order 5, with doubly stochastic action matrices.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Simple Bol loops
The classiﬁcation of the ﬁnite simple groups was readily applied and extended in quasigroup the-
ory to yield a full classiﬁcation of the ﬁnite simple Moufang loops [8,12]. On the other hand, it
transpires that almost all ﬁnite quasigroups are simple, being of rank 2 [5], [16, §6.8]. Once the ﬁ-
nite simple Moufang loops were classiﬁed, attention turned to the search for ﬁnite simple Bol loops.
Using guidelines laid down by group theory [1,2], they have now been found in such abundance that
they do not appear to be amenable to a general classiﬁcation [3,11,14,15], despite the apparent in-
tention of [1]. In fact, the known non-Moufang examples that have been studied so far all turn out
to have rank 2. This leads to the Rank 2 Problem: Does the multiplication group of a ﬁnite, simple,
non-Moufang Bol loop necessarily have a doubly transitive action on the loop?
Against this background, it nevertheless appears that the smallest simple, unipotent Bol loop N
(whose order is 96) does warrant special attention. It owes its existence to the exceptional iso-
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general methods of group theory, working mainly with the symmetric group [3,15]. However, the
group-theoretical construction of the actual loop is indirect, and rather arbitrary in places. (Contrast
Section 5.1 with the comments preceding Lemma 3.1 of [15].) The current paper aims to give a more
explicit and combinatorial analysis of the loop, by using projective geometry and the theory of quasi-
groups. From this perspective, the loop N emerges as a non-associative version of the projective line
of order 5, much as non-commutative geometry leads to a deeper view of classical objects [6].
The Main Theorem of [1] admits the possibility of ﬁnite simple, unipotent Bol loops associated to
each prime power of the form q = 2n + 1 with q  5. The primes of the form 2n + 1 are the Fermat
primes Fm = 22m + 1 [9, §2.5]. The only examples known are for 0  m  4, but the possibility of
further examples is currently open. Catalan’s conjecture, now Miha˘ilescu’s Theorem [13], implies that
the only composite prime power of the form q = 2n + 1 is 9 = 23 + 1. In this context, it is worth
noting that although there is an exceptional isomorphism PSL(2,9) ∼= A6, there is no corresponding
isomorphism PGL(2,9) ∼= S6 [7, p. 4], [10, Aufg. II.6]. The existence of ﬁnite simple, unipotent Bol
loops over prime powers of the form q = 2n + 1 with q > 5 is an open question. If the answer were
to turn out positive, it would not be inconceivable that the constraints imposed by the existence of
the Bol loops could limit the number of possible Fermat primes.
1.2. Plan of the paper
The paper begins with background sections on quasigroup theory and projective geometry, ap-
proaching the exceptional isomorphism between PGL(2,5) and S5 from the projective geometry side.
Section 4 describes the nub N∞ , the Boolean part of the loop N . Section 5 reprises the known group
theory construction of the full loop N . Projective geometry gives a natural speciﬁcation of the groups
involved, and a detailed identiﬁcation of each element of N . Section 6 (Table 2) provides a direct de-
scription of the maximal subloops of N (compare [3]). Section 7 exhibits the doubly stochastic actions
of N on the projective line of order 5, and uses them to obtain the maximality of the subloops from
Section 6. This is one of the ﬁrst structural applications of the new theory of quasigroup permutation
representations.
Readers are referred to [16,17] for concepts and conventions that are not otherwise explained
explicitly.
2. Quasigroup theory
2.1. Quasigroups
A quasigroup (Q , ·) is a set Q with a multiplication Q × Q → Q ; (p,q) → x · y such that both
the right multiplications R(q) : Q → Q ; x → x · q and left multiplications L(q) : Q → Q ; x → q · x are
permutations of Q for each q in Q . When there is no danger of confusion, multiplication may also be
denoted by juxtaposition, which is taken to bind more strongly than multiplications written explicitly.
Thus xy · z means (x · y) · z, for example. The multiplication group Mlt Q of a quasigroup Q is the
subgroup of the permutation group Q ! generated by {R(q), L(q) | q ∈ Q }. The quasigroup Q is said to
have rank 2 if Mlt Q acts doubly transitively on Q . In this case, Q is simple.
2.2. Loops
A loop (L, ·, e) is a quasigroup (L, ·) containing an identity element e such that R(e) = L(e) = 1L ,
the identity map on L. A quasigroup (Q , ·) is idempotent if x · x = x for x in Q . A loop (L,+, e)
is unipotent if x + x = e for x in L. An idempotent quasigroup Q yields a unipotent loop (Q ′,+, e)
on the disjoint union Q ′ = Q + {e} of the set Q with a singleton {e}. The loop multiplication + is
speciﬁed by setting e + x = x = x + e, x + x = e, and x + y = x · y for x and y distinct. Conversely, a
unipotent loop (L,+, e) yields an idempotent quasigroup (L∗, ·) on the set L∗ = L  {e} with x · x = x
and x · y = x+ y for distinct elements x, y of L∗ . Then L∗ ′ ∼= L. Similarly, Q ′∗ ∼= Q for an idempotent
quasigroup Q [16, §1.5].
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A right Bol loop is a loop (Q , ·, e) satisfying
R(x)R(y)R(x) = R(xy · x). (2.1)
Setting y = e in (2.1) shows that a right Bol loop (Q , · , e) is unipotent if and only if R(x)2 = 1 for
all x in Q . Thus unipotent Bol loops are sometimes described as having “exponent 2” [1,15]. (Compare
[16, §11.2] for exponents in quasigroup theory.)
2.4. Loop transversals
Let T = {e} + T ∗ be a transversal to a subgroup H of a group (G, · , e). Deﬁne a multiplication ◦
on T by
tu ∈ H(t ◦ u). (2.2)
The transversal T is said to be a loop transversal if (T ,◦, e) is a loop. In this case, the loop (T ,◦, e) is
unipotent if T ∗ consists of involutions. The loop transversal T is a Bol loop transversal if (T ,◦, e) is a
right Bol loop.
2.5. Right and left homogeneous spaces
Suppose that P is a subquasigroup of a quasigroup (Q , ·). The relative left multiplication group
LMltQ P of P in Q is the subgroup of the permutation group Q ! generated by the set {L(p) | p ∈ P }
of left multiplications by elements of P . The (right) homogeneous space P\Q is the set of orbits of
LMltQ P on Q . For a group Q , these orbits are the right cosets of P .
If Q is ﬁnite, each element q of Q has a |P\Q | × |P\Q | row-stochastic (right) action matrix
R P\Q (q) with XY -entry
[
RP\Q (q)
]
XY =
|X ∩ R(q)−1(Y )|
|X |
for elements X , Y of P\Q [16]. If Q is a group, then RP\Q (q) is the usual permutation matrix of the
action of q on P\Q .
Dually, the relative right multiplication group RMltQ P of P in Q is the subgroup of Q ! generated by
the set {R(p) | p ∈ P } of right multiplications by elements of P . The (left) homogeneous space Q /P is
the set of orbits of RMltQ P on Q . If Q is ﬁnite, each element q of Q has a |Q /P | × |Q /P | column-
stochastic (left) action matrix LQ /P (q) with Y X-entry
[
LQ /P (q)
]
Y X =
|L(q)−1(Y ) ∩ X |
|X |
for elements Y , X of Q /P .
3. Projective geometry
3.1. The projective line
For a prime power q, the projective line PG(1,q) of order q is taken to be the disjoint union {∞}+
GF(q). The image of the group homomorphism
GL(2,q) → PG(1,q)!;
[
a b
c d
]
→
(
x → ax+ c
bx+ d
)
(3.1)
is the projective group PGL(2,q) of order (q + 1)q(q − 1). The projective group PGL(2,5) is generated
by the shift λ : x → x+ 1, the doubler μ : x → 2x, and the negated inversion
ν : x → −x−1. (3.2)
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The doubler is an automorphism of the additive group (GF(5),+), so the shift and multiplier
generate the split extension
(
GF(5),+) GF(5)∗ (3.3)
of order 20, the stabilizer of ∞ in PGL(2,5). The stabilizer of the ordered pair (∞,0) is 〈μ〉 = GF(5)∗ ,
which acts regularly on GF(5)∗ . Thus PGL(2,5) is sharply triply transitive on PG(1,5).
3.2. The cross-ratio
Let ((x1, x2), (x3, x4)) be an ordered pair of ordered pairs of points of the projective line, with
|{x1, x2, x3, x4}| > 2. The cross-ratio is the element
X
(
(x1, x2), (x3, x4)
)= (x1 − x3)(x2 − x4)
(x1 − x4)(x2 − x3)
of {∞} + GF(q) [18, §2.7]. An unordered pair {{x1, x2}, {x3, x4}} of unordered pairs of distinct points
is said to be harmonically conjugate if the well-deﬁned relation X((x1, x2), (x3, x4)) = −1 holds
[18, 2.7.5(ii)].
3.3. The extended Lee metric
The inhomogeneous coordinates for PG(1,5) admit a metric structure. The set GF(5) of ﬁnite points
carries the Lee metric |x− y| of coding theory, given by{|x− y|}= {±(x− y)}∩ {0,1,2}
[4, §8.2]. This metric is extended by setting |x − ∞| = ∞ for ﬁnite x. Note that λ preserves the
extended Lee metric. Now μ interchanges the distances 1 and 2, while the negation μ2 also preserves
the extended Lee metric. Indeed, the subgroup 〈λ,μ2〉 of PGL(2,5) preserves the metric.
3.4. Harmonically conjugate pairs
The unordered pairs of points of the projective line PG(1,5) of order 5 break up naturally into
5 triples a,b, c,d, e of pairs that are mutually harmonically conjugate. These triples are given in the
columns of Table 1. The column labels identify the triples. Each triple contains a unique pair of each of
the three possible distances ∞, 1, 2 in the extended Lee metric. Since PGL(2,5) preserves cross-ratios,
it permutes the set {a,b, c,d, e}.
3.5. The symmetric transpositions
The projective group PGL(2,5) contains the elements
01 = (cd) = μν = (∞ 0)(1 2)(3 4) : x → 2x−1 (3.4)
and
02 = (be) = νμ = (∞ 0)(1 3)(2 4) : x → 3x−1 (3.5)
Table 1
Harmonically conjugate pairs.
a b c d e
∞ ∞0 ∞1 ∞2 ∞3 ∞4
1 23 34 40 01 12
2 14 20 31 42 03
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10 conjugate elements
01,02,11,12,21,22,31,32,41,42
are known as symmetric transpositions. In (3.4) and (3.5), the ﬁrst term identiﬁes the image of ∞.
The suﬃx indicates the Lee distance between the mutual images of the remaining ﬁnite points.
These conventions extend to each symmetric transposition, so that 32 for example may be identi-
ﬁed immediately as (∞3)(0 2)(1 4). The second term in (3.4) and (3.5) describes the mapping as a
transposition on the set {a,b, c,d, e} of harmonically conjugate triples. Since the group PGL(2,5) con-
tains μν = (c d) and the shift λ = (c d e a b), it is directly seen to be isomorphic to the permutation
group {a,b, c,d, e}! = S5.
3.6. Presentations
With the generating set {λ,μ,ν}, the projective group PGL(2,5) is presented by the relations
λ5 = μ4 = ν2 = (μν)2 = (λν)3 = λ−2λμ = 1. (3.6)
The subgroup PGL(2,5)∞ or〈
λ,μ
∣∣ λ5 = μ4 = λ−2λμ = 1〉 (3.7)
is the split extension (3.3), or the normalizer of a Sylow 5-subgroup of PGL(2,5) ∼= S5. The subgroup〈
μ,ν
∣∣μ4 = ν2 = (μν)2 = 1〉 (3.8)
is the dihedral group D4, the stabilizer in PGL(2,5) of the doubleton {∞,0}.
4. The nub
4.1. Sets of projective points
Under the operation of symmetric difference, the power set P(PG(1,5)) of the projective line
forms an abelian, unipotent loop or group of order 26. Singleton sets will be stripped of their braces,
and the symmetric difference will be written simply by juxtaposition. The projective group PGL(2,5)
acts as a group of automorphisms of the unipotent loop, by an extension of its natural action on the
projective line.
The power set P(PG(1,5)) decomposes as a disjoint union
P(PG(1,5))= P(PG(1,5))0 +P(PG(1,5))1 (4.1)
of two subsets. The ﬁrst summand P(PG(1,5))0 consists of the subsets of even cardinality, while
P(PG(1,5))1 comprises the subsets of odd cardinality. The summands are invariant under the action
of PGL(2,5).
4.2. The nub
The full projective line PG(1,5) generates a 2-element subloop of P(PG(1,5)), invariant under the
action of PGL(2,5). Set
J = P(PG(1,5))/〈PG(1,5)〉
for the quotient. The quotient inherits the unipotence of P(PG(1,5)) and the automorphism group
PGL(2,5). Since |PG(1,5)| is even, the quotient also admits a disjoint union decomposition J =
J0 + J1 corresponding to (4.1). Elements of J0 are called even, while elements of J1 are odd. In
the quotient, elements are denoted simply by their representatives, for example the even element
∞2 = 0134. Within J , the set J0 of even elements forms a 16-element subloop N∞ , known as
the nub. The group PGL(2,5) acts as a transitive group of automorphisms on the corresponding
15-element idempotent quasigroup N∗∞ .
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For each element x of GF(5), the nub decomposes as a disjoint union N∞ = ∞x + ∞x . The sum-
mand ∞x consists of those 8 doubletons which contain just one of the projective points x and ∞ from
PG(1,5). The complementary summand ∞x forms a subloop of N∞ . Then ∞∗x forms a 7-element sub-
quasigroup of N∗∞ , corresponding to a projective plane in PG(3,2). Among the 15 projective planes in
the PG(3,2), the 5 different ∞∗x are recognized as the planes containing six points corresponding to
2-element subsets of GF(5).
4.4. Satellites of symmetric transpositions
For each of the 10 symmetric transpositions xd , with x ∈ GF(5) and d = 1,2, certain elements of J
are ﬁxed by xdR(∞x). These elements are known as the satellites of xd . Write Sx,d = {k ∈ J | kxd =
k∞x} for the set of satellites of xd . The satellites of 01 = (∞0)(1 2)(3 4) are
∞, 0, ∞12 = 034, ∞34= 012, 13, 14, 23, 24, (4.2)
while the satellites of 02 = (∞0)(1 3)(2 4) are
∞, 0, ∞13 = 024, ∞24= 013, 12, 14, 32, 34. (4.3)
These lists of 8 satellites are easily composed from the fourth terms of (3.4) and (3.5). For example,
the doubleton satellites consist of an element from each of the two ﬁnite transpositions that make up
the symmetric transposition. The corresponding lists for the remaining symmetric transpositions are
compiled in similar fashion, or otherwise by applying successive powers of the shift λ to (4.2) and
(4.3). For an alternative method, see Section 4.5 below.
4.5. From satellites to the nub
Let x be an element of GF(5). For each of the proper Lee distances d = 1,2, there is a bijection
ηx,d : Sx,d → ∞x; k → k′ known as evening out. For the 4 even satellites k of xd , one sets k′ = k, while
k′ = ∞k for each of the 4 odd satellites k. In particular, ∞′ = e.
For a symmetric transposition xd = (∞ x)(x1 x2)(x3 x4), the inverse map η−1x,d : ∞x → Sx,d acts as
the identity on the even satellites x1x3, x1x4, x2x3 and x2x4. It maps by
e → ∞, ∞x → x, x1x2 → ∞x1x2, x3x4 → ∞x3x4
to the odd satellites. Knowledge of η−1x,d provides an alternative way to identify the satellites of the
given symmetric transposition xd .
5. Building the loop
5.1. The group
A group G is speciﬁed to ﬁll the exact sequence
1 −→ 〈PG(1,5)〉−→ P(PG(1,5))−→ G π−→ PGL(2,5) −→ 1 (5.1)
of groups, so that |G| = | J | · |PGL(2,5)| = 28 · 3 · 5. The group G is generated by J and elements λ˜,
μ˜, ν˜ . The homomorphism π from G to PGL(2,5) takes λ˜ to λ, μ˜ to μ, ν˜ to ν , and J to {1}. The
relations for G are given by the multiplication table of J , the conjugations
sλ˜ = sλ, sμ˜ = sμ, sν˜ = sν
for s in J , and the inﬂated version
λ˜5 = ∞μ˜4 = 124ν˜2 = ∞0(μ˜ν˜)2 = (λ˜ν˜)3 = λ˜−2λ˜μ˜ = 1
of (3.6).
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5.2. Lifting the symmetric transpositions
For x in GF(5), deﬁne x˜1 = λ˜−x(μ˜ν˜)λ˜x and x˜2 = λ˜−x(ν˜μ˜)λ˜x by analogy with Section 3.5. Note that
x˜d maps under π to the symmetric transposition xd for d = 1,2. Now
(∞ · 0˜1)2 = ∞(∞μν)(μ˜ν˜)2 = ∞0∞0= e.
The conjugacy class (∞ · 0˜1)G consists of the 80 involutions of the form
k · x˜d (5.2)
with x ∈ GF(5) and d = 1,2, where k is a satellite of xd . There are conjugation actions ∞ · 0˜1 μ˜
2
−→
24 · 0˜1 23−→ 13 · 0˜1 and 24 · 0˜1 ∞1−→ 23 · 0˜1 14−→ 14 · 0˜1 as well as ∞· 0˜1 23−→ 0 · 0˜1, ∞· 0˜1 ∞1−→ ∞34 · 0˜1, and
∞ · 0˜1 ∞3−→ ∞12 · 0˜1. Then ν˜−1 conjugates S0,10˜1 to S0,20˜2. The remaining elements of the conjugacy
class (∞ · 0˜1)G are obtained on conjugating S0,10˜1 and S0,20˜2 by successive powers of the lifted
shift λ˜.
5.3. The loop transversal
Consider the subgroup H = 〈λ˜, μ˜〉 of G , which ﬁlls the exact sequence
1 −→ 〈∞〉 −→ H π−→ 〈λ,μ〉 −→ 1
of groups. In particular, (3.7) shows that |H| = 23 · 5. Deﬁne the disjoint union T = {e} + N∗∞ +
(∞ · 0˜1)G . Thus |T | = 1 + 15 + 80 = 25 · 3 = |G|/|H|. By methods similar to those of [15], which
will not be repeated here, T is shown to be a Bol loop transversal to H in G . In the notation of
Section 4.5, one has H(k · x˜d) = H(kηx,d · x˜d) for x ∈ GF(5), d = 1,2, and k ∈ Sx,d .
5.4. The loop
For x in GF(5) and d = 1,2, deﬁne the formal coset Nx,d = ∞x · xd and the disjoint union Nx =
Nx,1 + Nx,2. The underlying set of the loop N is taken as the disjoint union
N = N∞ + N0 + N1 + N2 + N3 + N4.
A projection
π : N → PG(1,5) (5.3)
is deﬁned as the sum of the maps Ny → {y} over all projective points y. A bijection β : T → N is
given by the sum of the identity map on the nub N∞ and the maps Sx,d · x˜d → Nx,d; k · x˜d → kηx,d · xd
for x ∈ GF(5) and d = 1,2, using (5.2) to identify arguments of these latter maps. The unipotent,
right Bol loop structure (N,◦, e) on N is deﬁned by requiring β : T → N to be a loop isomorphism,
in which the domain loop structure (T ,◦, e) is given by (2.2). It will often be convenient to abuse
language slightly, assuming that β identiﬁes T with N .
6. The maximal subloops
6.1. Five maximal subloops
For each x in GF(5), the 32-element disjoint union Mx = N∞ + Nx forms a subloop of N , which
will emerge as a maximal proper subloop of N (Section 7.4). Conjugation by the lifted shift λ˜ in G
provides a series
M0
λ˜−→ M1 λ˜−→ M2 λ˜−→ M3 λ˜−→ M4 λ˜−→ M0
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The multiplication table of M0.
M0 q ∈ ∞0 s ∈ ∞0 q · 01 ∈ ∞0 · 01 q · 02 ∈ ∞0 · 02
p ∈ ∞0 pq ps pq · 01 pq · 02
r ∈ ∞0 rq rs ∞1(−rq) · 02 ∞4(−rq) · 01
p · 01 pqμν · 01 ∞1(−p)sνμ · 02 pq ∞1(−p)q
p · 02 pqνμ · 02 ∞4(−p)sμν · 01 ∞4(−p)q pq
of isomorphisms that permute these maximal subloops Mx cyclically, their respective subloops N∞
remaining invariant. To describe the maximal subloops, it suﬃces to specify M0.
6.2. The multiplication table of a maximal subloop
Table 2 presents the multiplication table of the maximal subloop M0. The multiplication in the nub
N∞ = ∞0 + ∞0, denoted by juxtaposition, is taken to bind more strongly than the negation x → −x
acting on the nub. Recall that both ∞0 and ∞0 are invariant under the action of the group (3.8),
namely PGL(2,5){∞,0} . In the table, p and q denote elements of ∞0, while r and s denote elements
of ∞0. From the table, it is apparent that M0 has the composition series {e} < N∞ < M0 with abelian
quotients N∞ and {N∞,N0}. Thus M0 is solvable.
7. Permutation representations
7.1. The projective line of order 5 as a homogeneous space
The description of the maximal subloops given in Section 6 shows that the right and left homoge-
neous spaces of the nub take the form
N∞\N = N/N∞ = {N∞,N0,N1,N2,N3,N4},
which is readily identiﬁed with the projective line PG(1,5) of order 5 by means of the mapping (5.3).
It follows that the loop N has right and left permutation actions on the projective line. Note that the
nub is both right and left Lagrangean in N (i.e., LMltNN∞ and RMltNN∞ act semitransitively on N
[16, §4.5]). This implies that the action matrices of N on the projective line are doubly stochastic
[11, Th. 6.1].
7.2. Right action on the projective line
In the right action of N on the projective line PG(1,5), the doubly stochastic action matrices are
actually permutation matrices. First, note that the elements of the nub act trivially. Now suppose that
for a = x in GF(5), one has
H
(
a′ · a˜e · k · x˜d
)= H(b′ · b˜ f ) (7.1)
for b in GF(5), e,d, f = 1,2, and respective satellites a′,k,b′ of ae , xd , and b f . Applying the homo-
morphism π to (7.1) yields
∞Hπ (a′ · a˜e · k · x˜d)π = ∞Hπ (b′ · b˜ f )π
or axd = ∞aexd = ∞b f = b, which will be written symbolically as
a ◦ xd = b. (7.2)
Thus for x in GF(5) and d = 1,2, each element p · xd of Nx,d (with p in ∞x) acts on PG(1,5) as the
permutation xd .
Remark. The right action of N on PGL(1,5) may be viewed as a quasigroup-theoretical implementa-
tion, for the case q = 5, of the object (G∗, H∗, K ∗) that appears in the Main Theorem of [1].
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In the left action of N on the projective line PG(1,5), elements of the nub again act trivially. For p
in ∞0 and d = 1,2, one has
LN/N∞(p · 0d) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1/2 0 1/2
0 0 0 0 1/2 1/2
0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0
0 0 1/2 0 1/2 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (7.3)
The remaining doubly stochastic action matrices are obtained using conjugation by powers of the
shift.
Table 2 determines the form for the top left hand corner of the matrix in (7.3). Double stochasticity
then ﬁxes the remaining entries of the ﬁrst two columns and rows. For each element x of GF(5)∗ , the
column [LN/N∞(p · 0d)]∗x of (7.3) indexed by x is given by
1
2
[
RN∞\N(p · x1) + RN∞\N(p · x2)
]
∗0,
the average of the columns indexed by 0 in the two respective right action matrices. Using an exten-
sion of the symbolic notation of (7.2), 0 ◦ x1 = a and 0 ◦ x2 = b imply 0 ◦ x = 12 (a + b).
7.4. Maximality of the 32-element subloops
Consider a subloop P of N containing M0 and an element of a single coset Nx,d with x in GF(5)∗ .
Since P contains N∞ , the shift of Table 2 by λ˜x shows that P contains Nx . Applying the cube⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 3/8 3/8 1/8 1/8
0 0 1/8 3/8 1/8 3/8
0 0 3/8 1/8 3/8 1/8
0 0 1/8 1/8 3/8 3/8
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
of (7.3) shows that P contains an element of the subset Ny for each y in GF(5)∗ . For each such y, the
shift of Table 2 by λ˜y then shows that P contains Ny . Thus P = N .
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